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Effective employee health management —
especially in complex environments —
requires easily accessible, actionable
employee health information and more
engaged employees.
Say hello to Enterprise Health.
Everything you need to manage employee
health rolled up into a complete solution.
Designed to handle large employee health
programs with ease — occupational health
and compliance, employee engagement
and a certified EHR combined on a single,
interoperable cloud-based platform.

An employee portal engages your workforce and automates routine tasks
like appointment scheduling and questionnaire completion.

Fred Anderson

WELCOME TO THE ENTERPRISE HEALTH EMPLOYEE PORTAL —
PLEASE SELECT FROM THE MENU BELOW.
message center
my appointments
my medical information
report a work injury or illness
other health resources

Health Services will be sending out dates/times for free flu shots soon!
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When it comes to employee health, collaboration is key.
Employee to clinician.
Clinician to supervisor.
Supervisor to corporate.
Enterprise Health brings together a broad range of functionality to
facilitate the collaboration large organizations need to improve health,
wellness, productivity and efficiency.
Medical surveillance
Our surveillance program makes it simple to track and manage employee
health and safety — as well as compliance.
Worksite injury and illness
Document care and simplify reporting for employees who are injured or
become ill while on the job.
Clinical care
Extend occupational health capabilities with primary care and condition
management to reduce time employees spend away from work.
Employee engagement
Employee portal helps employees more easily connect with clinical staff,
electronically access their health information and increase awareness and
participation in health and wellness programs.

Enterprise Health’s functionality runs deep.
It boosts productivity and administrative
efficiency at every corner of the organization —
from the factory floor to the exam room
to the corner office.

A robust set of standard features and functionality surrounds your employees —
whether it's in the field, on the floor, or in the office.

see the big picture,
and the
small picture
Enterprise Health manages all employee health information on a single platform —
an approach that all but eliminates disparate data silos, legacy applications and home-grown
occupational health solutions.
But that’s not all.
Our forward-thinking solution is incredibly interoperable and intelligently interfaces with
everything from email to employee health and even medical devices and safety partners.
This allows organizations to manage employee health data from a single application and
exchange the data across the enterprise.
– HR solutions
– Email systems
– Medical devices
– Laboratories
– Insurance carriers
– Health and wellness applications
– Other electronic health records
– EH&S vendors
Data sharing across multiple sources creates a powerful toolset to manage employee health
that is unmatched in the industry. We call it functional elegance.

Comprehensive reporting capabilities use
your full data set to better understand
the health and productivity of your workforce
(e.g. absenteeism, presenteeism).

a breakthrough
in employee health
management
Enterprise Health was developed side-by-side with some of the world’s largest and
most-prestigious employers. This collaboration fueled the development and delivery
of the most comprehensive employee health solution on the market today.
Here are just a few ways Enterprise Health can revolutionize your employee
health program:
– Improve access to information to improve employee and organizational health
– Streamline documentation, management and reporting on occupational injury 		
and illness
– Reduce manual and duplicate data entry
– Enhance productivity
– Reduce absenteeism
– Jumpstart employee engagement
With our complete solution you can achieve better employee health, better business
health — and better enterprise health.
Schedule a demo today.

about Enterprise Health
Enterprise Health is the only health IT solution to combine occupational health and compliance,
clinical care and employee engagement on a single, highly-interoperable, cloud-based platform —
equipping enterprise clients and their employees for a healthier future.
Learn more at enterprisehealth.com
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